
NOW GEAR THIS

Want to wear steampunk 
every day? Here’s how  

to DIY the trend, minus the 
intimidation factor.

Steampunk Jewelry
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



We used tiny coins, part of a 
steampunk inclusion kit, to 

lend curiosity-shop mystique to 
our bangle bracelet. Try E6000® 

adhesive to secure metal 
components like these in place. 

COINING FORCES
Feminine shapes made from antiqued 

metal are an easy way to pull o�  a 
hard-meets-soft vibe. Idea: Layer 
a � oral � ligree with a statement-
making mechanical doodad, like 

an exposed watch face.  

MAKING BLOOM

Pin: a collage of chains, 
gears, charms and 

watch parts.
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This trend is known for labor-
intensive design—but you can fake 
it with intricate layers of jewelry 
components. Load your piece with 
multiple chains and tons of ornate 
charms to imply it was tinkered 
to perfection.

ON A WING

Small gears come lots to a pack and 
in tons of � nishes, which means you’ll 
have an excuse to play. Experiment by 
layering them with charms, dangling 
them from jump rings, or stacking 
them on ring pads. 

HEAVY METAL
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Feeling adventurous, steampunk 
queen? Grab a strip of soft 
leather, and see where it takes 
you. We cut this one apart, 
added eyelets, and went wild 
with chain links, assorted gears 
and decorative watch parts.

CUFF OF DREAMS

Leather (faux works) is a 
steampunk staple. To do the 
look fast, embellish something 
readymade. We transformed 
a crossbody purse with a 
sprinkling of gears and a 
compass pendant. 
Tip: Try cord crimps at the 
corners and along the edges.

CARRIED AWAY
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Ultra-feminine textiles like this lace 
trim provide spot-on  contrast for 
industrial embellishments. You can 
stitch some bits on with invisible 
thread. � e rest can be adhered 
with heavy-duty glue or dangled 
from jump rings.

A crystal-topped key charm (on 
an ornate bead strand) gives this 
necklace its Victorian vibe. � e 
secret to making it steampunk was 
pairing it with hard-edged goodies 
like gears and a tiny glass bottle.

ALL KEYED UP

LACE TO LACE
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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Steampunk is all about innovation, 
so altering o� -the-shelf elements 
falls right in line. You can tinker a 
lot or a little—here, we added a 
touch of gold paint to the black 
lace and bent a metal medallion 
to � t the curve of the wrist.

WRIST FACTOR

Metal baubles, softened with 
feminine frills, are what steampunk 
dreams are made of—try mashups 
like � owers, feathers and clock parts. 
Tip: � e pocket watch opens on a hinge, 
so it’s easy to � ll with loose doodads.

JUST WATCH ME

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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